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Abstract. In this work w e show a singular K3 surface S of IP3 such that X (IP3 \ S) = O producing
a cOllllter-example to a conjecture ofVeys.
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In tbisjoumal W. Veys [V, p. 547] stated the following
Conjecture. Let C;, 1 ::s i

::s r, be irreducible hypersurfaces in lP" (q. Jf
(-l)"X(lP" \

U C;)::S O
i=l

then all C; have Kodaira dimension -oo.

Tbis eonjeeture was proven for n = 2 by A.J. de Jong and J. Steenbrink in
[JS]. Also, R. Gurjar and A. Pararneswaran [GP] gave an independent proof. In
tbis note we give a eounterexarnple to tbis eonjeeture for n = 3.
As W. Veys has pointed out to us, tbis problern is related with the rnonodrorny
eonjeeture ofthe topologieal and Igusa zeta-funetions of singularities ofhypersurfaee, see [V].
Counterexarn pie to the conjecture ofVeys. Let D e lP'2 be a redueed projeetive
plane curve of degree d, with singularities Sing(D) = {P" ... , P,}. The Euler
eharaeteristie of D is given by the well-known formula
X(D) = 3d - d

2

+L

¡L(D, P;),

i=l
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where /L( D, P;) is the Milnor number ofthe curve D at P;. Recall that a simple
singularity oftype An means a singularity locally defined by v 2 + u n+1 = O, and
so it has Milnor number equal to n.
Let el and e2 be the projective plane curves of degree 3 in IF'2 given as the
zero locus ofthe homogeneous polynornials f¡ (x, y , z) := x 3 + y2Z - 3x 2z and
!2(x, y, z) := x 3 + y2Z - 3x 2z + 4 Z3 Both cubics have OIuy one singular point,
whichis oftype Al; choosing as aboye homogeneous coordinates (x : y : z) in lF'2
the curve el is singular at P1 = (O : O : 1) and e2 is singular at P2 = (2 : O : 1).
Then X(e 1 ) = X(e2 ) = 1.
Let e = el u e2 be the corresponding sextic which has three singular
points,name1y P 1 , P2 andP3 = e1ne2 = (O: 1: O); also e has at P3 a simple
singularity of type A 17. It means again that the Euler characteristic X (e) = 1.
Let X be the normal compact complex surface obtained as a double covering
of lF'2 branched along e. The surface X has only a finite (three) number ofrational
singularities. Let (J : X ---+ X be the canonical resolution ofthese singularities.
Then Xis the minimal resolution ofthe double covering ofthe projective plane
rarnified on a sextic curve having only simple singularities: Xis a K3 surface,
see [BPV, pp. 182-183]. Then the Kodaira dimension K (X) of X is o. Since the
Kodaira dimensionis a birational invariant, K(X) = O (e.g. see [H, p. 421]).
The idea is to find a surface S e IF'3 birationally equivalent to X such that
X (lP'3 \ S) = O, or, equivalently, X (S) = 4. This last equivalence is a consequence
of:
Additivity Principie. Lel Y be an analylic variety. Lel {S; };EI be afinile preslralificalion ofY, i.e., 1 is afinile sel, Y = U; EI S; and S; are locally closed
analylic subvarielies ofY for i E l. Then
X(Y) =

L

X(S;).

¡El

Let S e IF'3 be the irreducible surface given by the zero locus ofthe homogeneous polynomial of degree 6

+ W2Z4
3x 2 z)(x 3 + l z -

f6(X, y, z) = f1 (x, y, z)!2(x, y, z)
= (x

3

+ lz -

3x 2 z

+ 4 Z 3) + Z4 W 2

It can be easily seen that S and X are birationally equivalen!: Take the affine
char! (x, y) of IF'2; the affine par! A of e is the disjoint union of two nodal
cubics with only one (common) place at infinity each one; the equation of A is
f1(X, y, 1)!2(x, y, 1) = O; therefore, X(A) = O. Take the double covering S
ofl::: 2 rarnified on A. Ifwe denote by f(x , y) = O the equation of A, then S is
defined in C 3 with coordinates (x, y, w) as f¡ (x, y, 1)!2(x, y, 1) + w 2 = O. We
obtain that X is birationally equivalent to S, because ofthe birational equivalence
of C 2 and IF'2; S is the hypersurface of IF'3 defined by the homogeneisation of
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f¡(x, y, l)h(x, y, 1) + w 2 in z, and as S is birationally equivalent to S then
K(S) =0.
Let us compute X (S) with the help ofthe following partition of S into two
disjoint parts: S1 := S n {z = Ol and S2 := S n {z f= Ol.
Since S1 = {x = Z = Ol ~ lP'1, we have X (S1) = 2.
We can identifY S2 with S. Let us consider the double covering 7f S--+
C 2, defined by (x, y, w) t-+ (x, y). Recall that 7flrr-l(A) 7f-1(A) --+ A is an
isomorphism and 7fIS\rr-1(A) S \ 7f-1(A) --+ C 2 \ A is an unramified double
covering. Then by the standard properties of coverings, the Additivity Principie
and the fact that X (A) = O:
X(S2) = X(S) = X(S \ 7f-1(A))
= 2·1

+ O=

+ X(7f- 1(A))

= 2X(C 2

\

A)

+ X(A)

2.

In particular, X (S) = 4.
We have found in this way several other examples of surfaces disproving
the conjecture of Veys, this one being the simples!. In all cases, the Kodaira
dimension K (C;) of each irreducible component is zero. It will be interesting
to know which is the upper bound for this Kodaira dimension K (C;) under the
topological hypothesis ofthe Euler characteristic ofthe complement verifYing
(-l)"X(lP" \

U C;) ::s O.
i=l
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